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 Freshwater mussels are keystone species in their ecosystems, improving water 
and substrate quality for other organisms while they are alive, and buffering stream pH 
and providing shelter with their shells after they die. Approximately 70% of all 
freshwater mussel species are endangered globally. The James Spinymussel (Pleurobema 
collina) is a critically endangered species that lives in disparate tributaries of the James 
River of Virginia. Like other freshwater mussels, they have a cryptic appearance and 
behavior, making them difficult to find and therefore, to study and conserve. Previous 
studies indicate a higher percentage of mussels are surfaced during their breeding season, 
but studying mussels at this time may interrupt their reproduction. The ability to predict 
how mussels’ surface expression changes in response to other events, ideally ones that 
can occur several times a year, would aid in conservation.  
This study looked at patterns of mussel surfacing in response to flooding 
disturbances. To research these patterns, a field mark-and-recapture study was coupled 
with artificial stream channels experiments performed at James Madison University. A 
230m long field site has been monitored since the summer of 2014 at Swift Run in 
Earlysville, VA, and has a population of James Spinymussels as well as a common 
species, the Notched Rainbow mussel (Villosa constricta). Artificial stream channels 
were set up with rocky and sandy substrates to mimic conditions at the field site, and V. 
constricta mussels were used in experiments where they were subjected to a flood at 
either 15°C or 25°C, to simulate winter and summer temperatures. At the field site, 
approximately 50% of the mussels detected were surfaced a week after a high flow event 
in October 2015. Correspondingly, fewer mussels were surfaced during low flows. In 
x 
artificial stream channel experiments, there were more mussels surfaced at high 
temperatures and in rocky substrates. There was a significant difference in the number of 
mussels surfaced in categories of ‘before’, ‘immediately after’, and ‘later after’ a 
simulated flood in the treatment combinations of 15°C sandy (p<0.01), 25°C sandy 
(p<0.01), and 25°C rocky (p<0.001), but not for 15°C rocky (p<0.1). For a given 
treatment combination, no individual observation time after the flood had a significantly 
different proportion of mussels surfaced, which would give information about a duration 
of suppression, though this may be due to a small sample size. This research can aid 
conservationists and researchers by giving them important information about when and in 
which substrates it may be easiest to find and study mussel populations. In addition, this 
research informs hypotheses about mussel growth and behavior in different conditions, 
which can be tested in the field. 
INTRODUCTION 
Like other freshwater mussels, the James Spinymussel (Pleurobema collina) is 
considered a keystone species in its ecosystems. Mussels are dominant consumers in 
many freshwater systems, filtering fine organic matter from the water column and 
biodepositing them on the substrate as feces (Howard and Cuffey, 2006).  While 
burrowing, they increase the water and oxygen content of the sediment and release 
nutrients to the water column (Vaughn and Hakenkamp, 2001). Bivalve shells provide 
substrate diversity and surface area, which provides shelter and food for other benthic 
macroinvertebrates and increases their numbers (Werner and Rothhaupt, 2008; Howard 
and Cuffey, 2006; Gosselin and Chia, 1995). Shells of deceased bivalves dissolve over 
time, helping to buffer the pH of freshwater streams and lakes (Good et al, 2014). Low 
mussel density in rivers has been correlated with low species diversity (Aldridge et al, 
2007). 
It is estimated that 90% of freshwater mussels in the United States are threatened 
by habitat loss and pollution due to agriculture, mining, water developments, and dams 
(Wilcove et al, 1998). Agriculture increases nutrient loads in the water, which can lead to 
harmful algal blooms (Strayer, 2014), and reduced riparian areas can lead to over-
sedimentation (Brim Box and Mossa, 1999). The exact effect of over-sedimentation on 
mussels is currently being debated (Strayer and Malcom, 2012), though the majority of 
research points to fine sediment reducing the ability of mussels to filter feed (Geist and 
Auerswald, 2007; Österling et al, 2010). Mining is known to have severe effects on 
mussel populations. For example, there are records of extirpated mussel populations in 
streams that drain from areas of lead and zinc mining (Angelo et al, 2007). Coal mining 





erodes the shells of the mussels. Water developments such as dredging lowland rivers to 
control aquatic vegetation can remove up to 23% of the local mussel population 
(Aldridge, 2000). Even small dams can isolate upstream and downstream populations 
(Watters, 1996) as well as transform flowing water habitat into reservoir pools, which fill 
with sediment and become unsuitable habitat for mussels.  
Many threats to mussels are anthropogenic, and human activities can worsen the 
effects that natural disturbances have on mussels. Mussels have limited mobility and 
dispersal and are unable to move away from disturbances; therefore, they are very 
vulnerable to changes in their environment. Mussels are sensitive to the secondary effects 
of a drought (such as increased temperature and a decrease in dissolved oxygen), such 
that 90% of mussel populations can be killed even in areas of a stream that remain wetted 
(Haag and Warren, 2008). High velocity debris-flows carrying loads of sediment, wood, 
and rocks scour stream beds and can completely eliminate aquatic species from the area 
(Eaton et al, 2003; Roghair and Doloff, 2005). Similarly, large floods are known to be 
able to scour away approximately half of a mussel population (Hastie et al, 2000). 
 This has led many researchers to the hypothesis of flow refugia, which states that 
habitats in which mussels are found are likely to be flow refuges, and may be areas where 
there is little flood disturbance (Strayer, 1999). These areas of stream-bed can be 
determined by measuring the bed shear stress (Vannote and Minshall, 1982; Howard and 
Cuffey, 2003).  In a study by May and Pryor (2015), over 90% of western pearl shell 
mussels (Margaritifera falcata) inhabited portions of the streambed that were least likely 






The James Spinymussel 
Location 
Historically, the James Spinymussel’s range may have included most streams in the 
James River watershed, but it now only exists in some headwater tributaries (Figure 1). 
The James Spinymussel was thought to be present in streams in the Dan River in Virginia 
and North Carolina, but other surveys suggested that they were misidentified or have died 
out (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1990; Petty and Neves, 2005). Major threats to the 
species include siltation due to forestry, agricultural, and road construction activities 
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1990).  The James Spinymussel was listed as endangered 
in 1988 and a recovery plan was written over two decades ago (U.S. Fish and Wildlife 












Figure 1: Current distribution of the James Spinymussel, according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service James Spinymussel Recovery Plan (1990). Black dots represent streams where James 








James Spinymussel juveniles are slightly rhomboidal and have 1-3 short spines on 
each valve (Figure 2). Adults do not usually have spines and tend to be ovate (egg-like). 
The outer layer, called the periostricum, is yellow when young and turns to a dark brown 
as they age. If the umbo is eroded, the exposed, calcareous nacre may be gold or white. 
Both juveniles and adults usually show prominent, dark growth rings, and the mantle and 
foot are orange. Inside the shell, there are medium-sized hinge teeth and white nacre that 
can have bluish or pinkish tints. There is no obvious sexual dimorphism (U.S. Fish and 








Figure 2: A juvenile James Spinymussel, less than 20mm long with a spine (A) a 24 mm long 
juvenile James Spinymussel showing bright orange foot (B) and a 45 mm long adult James 
Spinymussel showing characteristic shape (C). All pictures were taken at the Swift Run field site. 
 
Lifecycle 
The James Spinymussel has a parasitic lifecycle, like many other freshwater mussels 
(Figure 3). They are short-term brooders, so their eggs are fertilized in the spring and 
their glochidia (larvae) are released in the late summer in aggregations called 
conglutinates (Hove and Neves, 1994). Fish try to eat the conglutinate, releasing the 








fish’s blood. Whether glochidia manage to attach to fish depends on whether the fish is 
one of the mussel’s specific host fish species (Hove and Neves, 1994). Additionally, 
previously infected fish may mount an immune response that succeeds in killing or 
inhibiting the development of the glochidia (Dodd et al, 2006). Successful glochidia 
metamorphose and drop off of the fish as juvenile mussels. If they are released into a 
favorable habitat, they will grow and become sexually mature at age four. Known host 
fish of the James Spinymussel include the Bluehead chub (Nocomis leptocephalus), 
Rosyside dace (Clinostomus funduloides), Blacknose dace (Rhinichthys atratulus), 
Mountain redbelly dace (Phoxinus oreas), Rosefin shiner (Lythrurus ardens), Satinfin 
shiner (Cyprinella analostana), Central stoneroller (Campostoma anomalum), 
Swallowtail shiner (Notropis procne), and the Fantail Darter (Etheostoma flabellare) 
(Hove and Neves, 1994).  All of the host fish are classified as species of least concern 
(The IUCN Redlist of Threatened Species, 2014), suggesting that a lack of host fish is not 














Throughout their lives, James Spinymussels remain dependent on the hydrology, 
geology and biology of their habitats. A recent study suggests that the James Spinymussel 
may deviate from the refugia hypothesis (Ostby and Angermeier, 2011) and therefore this 
species may be more susceptible to flood disturbance. Studies with more motile 
macroinvertebrates have shown that there were no differences between the use of refugia 
and other habitat patches at low flows (Lancaster, 2000). Newly metamorphosed juvenile 
mussels that drop off of their fish hosts at lower flows may find the patch that they land 
in suiTable 10t that time. When flow conditions change, the mussels may be unable to 
move far enough to find a refugia patch. In addition, anthropogenic changes to rivers can 
cause channel incisions, isolation from the flood plain, and an increase in fine sediment 
(Abate et al, 2015; Latapie et al, 2014), which may cause there to be fewer or no refugia 
patches at higher flows. Another reason for the deviation from the refugia hypothesis 
could be explained by a source-sink population dynamic, where one or more stable, 
upstream breeding populations contribute individuals to a transient, younger population 
downstream (Horvath et al, 1996), and where the transient population may be one that is 
not in a flow refuge. If the James Spinymussel does not follow the refugia hypothesis, 
researchers may have a harder time finding them, and their occurrence when found may 
be a misleading indicator of population stability, making the species more difficult to 
study and recover. 
The possibility of a source-sink dynamic adds to the already difficult task of 
studying the James Spinymussel. As a cryptic and rare species that spends much of its 





whether the species is present, and how large the population is. There tend to be more 
mussels on the surface during spawning times (Watters et al, 2001) so population 
estimates done in other seasons may not be very accurate. Small mussels are often 
underrepresented because they are harder to see and may spend greater amounts of time 
subsurface. In addition, if mussels burrow to avoid a disturbance such as a flood, surveys 
done before and after floods may give different estimations of the population size.  
Studying associations between mussels and their habitats may be made even more 
difficult because the recovery of stream habitats can lag several decades behind a 
disturbance. For example, researchers have tried to find patterns between mussel 
communities and land use, but correlations have been difficult to establish (Newton et al, 
2008). This may be because researchers use current-day information of how land is used. 
Harding et al (1998) found that the legacy of land use from several decades ago is a 
better predictor of contemporary diversity.  
The Relationship between Disturbance and the Lifecycle 
Though disturbances can be dangerous to mussels, natural disturbances are 
important formative processes in river ecosystems. The intermediate disturbance 
hypothesis states that systems with an intermediate frequency of disturbances will have 
the greatest species diversity (Wilkinson, 1999). Habitats with little disturbance will have 
a few species that competitively exclude others, and those with many disturbances will be 
composed of several species that reproduce and re-colonize rapidly. Floods can have 
positive effects on mussels; for example, floods can remove the fine-sediment 
accumulation which can reduce the suitability of the habitat for mussels (Howard and 





In addition to the frequency of disturbances, their predictability is an important 
factor. Organisms that live in environments with predictable hydrologic regimes tend to 
have life-cycles that are adapted to the long-term disturbance patterns. Some habitats 
have unpredictable hydrologic regimes, where high flows can occur during any season. In 
these situations, bet-hedging and risk-spreading strategies in lifecycles increase survival. 
For example, a certain portion of crustacean cysts will hatch with each re-wetting of an 
ephemeral pool, increasing the chance of survival for at least some of the offspring 
(Simovich and Hathaway, 1997). Female southern pygmy perch (Nannoperca australis) 
inhabiting streams with more disturbances lay many small eggs to increase the chances of 
some surviving, whereas females of the same species laid fewer and larger eggs in areas 
with lower annual flow variability (Morrongiello et al, 2012). 
As relatively immobile species, it makes sense that mussels have bet-hedging 
strategies to increase their chances of survival. Freshwater mussel males release their 
sperm into the water column and multiple males could potentially fertilize one female’s 
eggs. Such multiple paternity has been suggested as a bet hedging strategy in other 
freshwater mussel and mollusk species (Bai et al, 2011; Mäkinen et al, 2007). Some 
mussels breed and release glochidia multiple times during the year. Species that release 
their glochidia in the fall and winter may hedge their bets by overwintering some 
glochidia in the parent mussel and some on host fish. Glochidia on the host fish may be 
less likely to survive but have the potential grow bigger and spread farther than glochidia 
overwintering on the parent mussel (Watters and O’Dee, 1999). To increase the chance 
that their glochidia reach their host fish, some mussel species use lures to attract host fish 





remaining glochidia as conglutinates into the water column to reduce wastage (Landis et 
al, 2012). Two species of Pisidium freshwater clams have a bet-hedging strategy where 
depending on their habitat, they can be semelparous (have a single reproductive event in 
their lifetime) or iteroparous (have multiple reproductive events) (Way and Wissing, 
1982). 
Areas of Virginia inhabited by the James Spinymussel have an unpredictable 
hydrologic regime. There is no predictable rainy season, and large floods can occur any 
time of the year. Therefore, the James Spinymussel lifecycle includes bet-hedging 
strategies such as multiple paternities, annual reproduction, releasing glochidia over a 
two month period to avoid disturbances, and having several possible host-fish (Hove and 
Neves, 1994). Since not much is known about this species, they may employ other bet-
hedging strategies that have not yet been identified.  
Research Challenges and Approaches 
 The James Spinymussel, like other mussels, are cryptic organisms in both 
coloring and behavior. Their gold to brown coloring makes them hard to spot among 
rocks and sand, and they spend most of their time burrowed with only a small portion of 
their shell visible on the surface. A previous study suggested that they may have a 
surfacing rate of only 7% at regular flows, less than that of other mussel species 
(Esposito, 2015). 
Researchers looking for mussels will often conduct semi-quantitative surveys 
(one pass through a stream reach with trained observers searching for mussels on the 
surface with view scopes and some subsurface excavation) to save time and maximize the 





example, a semi-quantitative survey done in September 2015 passed through a 230m 
field site where more than 100 mussels had been tagged over two summers (Esposito, 
2015), but no mussels were found in that area during the survey. However, James 
Spinymussels and a common and co-occurring species called the Notched Rainbow 
(Villosa constricta) were found above and below the field site as part of a larger section 
of stream surveyed (Ostby, 2015).  
In order to conserve mussels, researchers must be able to find them, and current 
methods of finding populations and conducting population counts may be overlooking 
several mussel populations. If researchers attempt to study mussels during their breeding 
season when more mussels are surfaced, they are not only restricted to a short window of 
opportunity but may unintentionally interrupt their reproduction. 
Finding patterns in mussel surfacing behavior may help researchers and 
conservationists search for mussels at optimal times, improving their ability to find 
populations and accuracy in estimating population sizes. Studies on mussel surfacing 
throughout one year have been conducted for the Notched Rainbow mussel (Eads and 
Levine, 2013). Notched Rainbow mussels were found to be surfaced more often during 
the brooding season, as well as in the winter. There was also variation in surfacing within 
seasons, which may have been due to changes in water height around the time of 
sampling. A literature search found no similar research on the James Spinymussel. In 
addition, there is no research on how habitat factors and disturbances that could 
potentially recur several times a year affect mussel surfacing patterns. This research 
project aimed to provide insight into the behavioral responses of the James Spinymussel 





conservationists could use to estimate the percent of the population of James 
Spinymussels present and observable at the surface depending on the water temperature, 
substrate type, and time since flood disturbance. Flooding experiments were performed in 
the aquatic vivarium in James Madison University’s Bioscience building, and fieldwork 
was performed at Swift Run near Earlysville, Virginia. Artificial stream channel 
experiments are more useful when tied to field observations to test whether what happens 
in the artificial environment also happens in a natural setting (Lamberti and Steinman, 
1993).  
 
Ethics and a replacement model organism 
A portion of this study used artificial stream channel experiments, and using the 
James Spinymussel from the wild for these experiments is prohibited due to its 
endangered species status. Spinymussels bred in captivity were not available. Therefore, 
captive bread Notched Rainbow mussels were used for the laboratory experiments. The 
Notched Rainbow mussel is a suitable model organism for the James Spinymussel 
because it is co-occurring, relatively abundant, and has a similar life-history.  
The Notched Rainbow ranges from the James River Basin in Virginia to the 
Catawba River Basin in North and South Carolina (Cummings and Cordeiro, 2012). It 
has a subelliptical shape with a smooth surface. The adults can be dark brown to black, or 
a lighter brown with greenish rays originating at the umbo and ending at the valve. 






The Notched Rainbow mussel exhibits sexual dimorphism, where the female has a 
greater protrusion on the ventral and posterior side of the shell than the males (Bogan et 
al, 2008) (Figure 4). This extra space is used for brooding their glochidia. Notched 
Rainbow mussels also have a parasitic lifecycle, but are long-term brooders. Their eggs 
are fertilized in the autumn and the glochidia are released the following spring or summer 
(Eads and Levine, 2013). The glochidia are released into the water column between 
February and June, and their release can be delayed if conditions are unfavorable. 
Notched rainbow mussels become sexually mature at age three (Eads et al, 2006). The 
only known host fish of the Notched Rainbow is the Fantail Darter, though there is 
probably at least one other unidentified host fish because Fantail Darters are not found 











Figure 4: Photographs of male (A), female (B), and juvenile (C) Notched Rainbow mussels taken 
at Swift Run. Note the ventral posterior protrusion on the female’s shell and the green rays 
perpendicular to the growth rings on the young mussel. 
 
Similarities and differences in the lifecycles of the James Spinymussel and the 







the Notched rainbow have some similarities, they have different reproductive time spans 
and may have different habitat preferences, which could affect their behaviors in different 
substrates. The Notched Rainbow has multiple paternity like the James Spinymussel, but 
Notched Rainbows overwinter their glochidia in the female mussel and release them in 
the spring and summer (Eads and Levine, 2013). This may mean that Notched Rainbow 
mussels have more time to grow during their early life stages, or that they have more time 
to encounter their host fish in a season where their host fish is more active. This study 




















Table 1: Similarities and differences in the life histories of the Notched Rainbow (Villosa 
constricta) and the James Spinymussel (Pleurobema collina). Adapted from Hove and Neves 
(1994), Eads et al (2006), Jenkins (2014), Eads and Levine (2013), Eads et al (2007), IUCN 
Redlist (2012), and the US Fish and Wildlife Service (1990). 
 
 
Villosa constricta Pleurobema collina 
Classification Least Concern  Critically Endangered  
Type of Brooder 
Long-term, fertilize in 
summer/autumn and release 
glochidia the following 
spring/summer  
Short Term, fertilize in spring and 
release glochidia (in conglutinates) 
during June and July  
Brooding Season August-June (up to 13 months)  May-August (3 months)  
Sexual 
Dimorphism? 
Yes, females have protrusion on 
shell No 
Host Fish 
Fantail Darter (Etheostoma 
flabellare). Must be another 
because Fantail Darters are not 
found in all streams with Villosa 
constricta.  
Bluehead chub (Nocomis 
leptocephalus), Rosyside dace 
(Clinostomus funduloides), 
Blacknose dace (Rhinichthys 
atratulus), Mountain redbelly dace 
(Phoxinus oreas), Rosefin shiner 
(Lythrurus ardens), Satinfin shiner 
(Cyprinella analostana), Central 
stoneroller (Campostoma 
anomalum), Swallowtail shiner 
(Notropis procne)  
Classification of 
Host Fish Classified as least concern  
Sexual Maturity 3 years old  4 years old  
Location of 
brooding Young Gills of mussel 
How and when 
glochidia get to 
fish 
Release in water column between 
February and June. Can delay 
release if conditions unfavorable.  Release in conglutinates in June-July  
Has it been bred 
in captivity? Yes 
Mean Fecundity Data unavailable 13,407 ± 3,986 glochidia  
Distribution 
James River Basin in VA to 









1) To continue monitoring the James Spinymussel and Notched Rainbow mussel at 
the Swift Run field site. 
a. Assess patterns in mussel surfacing with respect to flow level 
b. Look for evidence of transient versus stable mussel beds 
for both species at Swift Run. 
 
2) Use artificial stream channels to simulate floods at spring and summer 
temperatures (15°C and 25°C) and in various habitats (rocky and sandy 
substrates), in order to determine 
a. If there is more surfacing in rocky or sandy substrates, and in warmer or 
colder temperatures. 
b. If there is a rebound effect in mussel surfacing after a flood. 


















Field Site Description 
 
A long term mark and recapture study began in June 2014, monitoring a 230m 
stretch of Swift Run in Earlysville, VA (Lat 38° 12’ 38” N, Long -78° 27’ 1” W). The 
site encompasses the Durrett Ridge Rd (Rt. 605) bridge crossing, extending 60m 
downstream and 170m upstream of the bridge in a linear distance from North to South 
(Figure 5). As described by Esposito (2015), a Cartesian coordinate system based on 
compass directions was superimposed on the site. The x-axis system ran from A-ZZZZ 
(East-West), and y-axis from -30 to 200 (North-South). 
 The reach is made up of transitional habitat, including three pool-riffle-run 
sequences. A crest stage gauge was placed between the first two pool-riffle-run 
sequences and a HOBO U20L Temperature/Water Level Logger was attached to the crest 
stage gauge and measures water temperature and pressure (as a surrogate for water 
depth). The data is downloaded periodically throughout the year when the gauge is 
cleaned of fine sediment buildup. To ensure consistency of water chemistry, depth, and 
temperature measurements, all readings were taken adjacent to the gauge. 
  
Mussel Tagging 
Mussels were initially located using a view-scope or by digging in sand next to 
mussel-trails while searching the entire wetted area of the study reach. The location of 
each mussel was flagged at capture and recorded to its 1m x 1m location on the Cartesian 
coordinate system. Their valve length and width was recorded, as well as their species 





Figure 5: The location and extent of the Swift Run field site in Albemarle County, Virginia. 
 
Mussels were marked with two tags, one on each of their valves. A yellow, 8x4 
mm oval Hallprint tag was glued on to the center of the right valve. Unique alphanumeric 
codes on the tags range from J000- J799. A 12mm Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT 
tag, Biomark® FDX-B HPT12) with a unique ID was glued to the center of the left valve, 
oriented in the same direction. The PIT tag was covered in dental cement (GC 





the mussel for at least 10 minutes. The mussel was then taken back to its original location 
and was passed through the handheld loop antenna of a PIT tag reader (Biomark® 
HPRplus) to record the unique ID and acquire GPS coordinates of the original location. 
There is one suspected incidence of two mussels having the same PIT tag code. 
A total of 86 mussels were tagged in 2014; 21 James Spinymussel, 59 Notched 
Rainbow, 2 Squawfoot (Strophitus undulatus), and 4 large Asian Clams (Corbicula 
fluminea) Asian Clams are abundant at the field site, but the majority are too small to 
support a PIT tag. In 2015, an additional 14 James Spinymussel, 36 Notched Rainbow, 
and 3 Creepers were tagged. Five of those mussels were tagged only with Hallprint tags; 
either because they were too small to support a PIT tag or because mussels were 
Hallprinted on one day, left overnight (because PIT tagging that day would have lasted 
until after nightfall), and were unable to be relocated the next day (Table 2). 
Table 2: Summary of all mussels tagged in 2014 and 2015 at the Swift Run field site. Pc is 
Pleurobema collina, Vc is Villosa constricta, and Su is Strophitus undulatus. 
  2014 2015 
   Pc Vc Su Total Pc Vc Su Total 
 Hallprint and 
PIT tagged 21 59 2 82 11 34 3 48 
 Hallprint 
tagged only 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 5 Overall total 
Total tagged in 2014   82   
Total tagged 
in 2015 53 139 
 
Data Collection Events 
 In 2015, seven data collection events were conducted between March and 
October, which were a continuation of the ten data collection events in July-October 
2014. Each data collection event lasted two consecutive days. Data collection had been 





3). For example, data collection was not performed during storms or periods of very high 
flow that would have been dangerous to work in. 
 
Table 3: Dates of data collection events in 2015, numbered in an order that continues from 2014 
as reported in Esposito (2015). 
Data Collection Number Dates 
 11 March 21-22 
 12 April 18-19 
 13 May 27-18 
 14 June 9-10 
 15 July 15-16 
 16 August 4-5 
 17 October 10-11 
 
 Data collection began at the bottom of the reach. The first day covered 
approximately the bottom 100-130 meters and the second day covered the remaining 
area, with the area covered on the first day dependent on the PIT tag reader battery life. 
The Biomark® BP PorTable 10ntenna was used to “sweep” across the streambed. The 
antenna was held as close to the streambed as possible while avoiding large rocks and 
debris that could harm the antenna. When a tagged mussel was encountered, the PIT tag 
reader would emit an audible beep and the unique 13-character mussel PIT ID, the date, 
time, and GPS coordinates were stored on the device. A view scope was used to scan the 
area where the mussel was located to determine their surface expression (either surface or 
subsurface). The area’s substrate class (as described in Esposito 2015), general 10m 
horizontal zone, and any vegetation, debris, or turbulent water that could have obstructed 
the view was recorded. If a mussel was visually located, it was picked up to determine if 





mussel was still alive. Any mussels or shells that were tagged and found dead were 
recorded. 
At the end of each data collection day, the water crest height (highest water depth 
since last visit) and current water height were recorded at the crest stage gauge. 
Temperature and pH (Hanna HI98128 pHep®5 pH/Temperature Tester with 0.01 pH 
resolution) were recorded adjacent to the gauge. A grab sample of water was sealed and 
held in a dark bag while transported to the lab, where conductivity (YSI 556MPS Meter) 
and turbidity (Hanna HI93703 Turbidity Meter) were measured. 
During the first four sweeps in 2015 (Table 3), the percent of mussels detected 
was highly variable, ranging from less than 30% to above 60%. The HPR reader was sent 
back to Biomark for repairs in June 2015, after sweep 14 had taken place. Sweep 15 and 
16 were conducted with a loaner HPR plus reader and BP Plus Portable antenna, and 
afterwards more mussels were detected. The data from the first four sweeps of 2015 may 
be an underestimate of the actual amount of mussels present at the field site at that time. 
 
Statistical analysis 
 Correlations were run in R 3.2.3 (unless otherwise noted) to determine the 
strength of the relationships between a) the percent of mussels surfaced and water 
temperature during the sweep, and b) the percent of mussels surfaced and the discharge 
11 days before a sweep. Water temperature data was taken from records of the HOBO 
data logger anchored at the field site. An average of the highest water temperatures on 
each day of the sweep was used as the water temperature in the correlation. The highest 





data collection would have been conducted. There was no data for any of the days in 
sweep 1 (7/22/24, 7/23/14, and 7/28/14), as the HOBO had not yet been placed at the 
field site. Therefore, water temperature data from 7/29/14 (which also was the start of 
sweep 2) was used for sweep 1. This correlation was performed a second time, omitting 
data from sweep 11 because this sweep occurred during the reproductive period when 
mussels were surfaced. 
Discharge (in cubic feet per second) was obtained from a USGS stream gauge 
(#02032640) near the field site. The discharge measurement used in the correlation was 
the highest discharge on the 11th day preceding the first day of data collection. This time 
frame was chosen based on the October 2015 flood, where the peak of the flood 
happened 11 days before October data collection. That high flow event left visible signs 
of flooding at the site, and was considered to be the first confirmed flood at the site. 
There was no data for the 11th day preceding sweep 16 (7/24/2015), so that sweep was 
omitted from the correlation. 
 
GIS analysis 
A GIS analysis (ArcGIS 10.3.1) was conducted using data from sweeps 16 and 
17, before and after the flood in October 2015. GPS coordinates (collected in WGS 1984) 
of mussels from both sweeps were displayed in ArcMap and projected to NAD 1983 
(2011) Virginia Lambert Conformal Conic. Mussels were symbolized based on the 
substrate type they were found in and whether the GIS information was from before or 
after the flood. Lines were drawn between two locations of the same mussel before and 





straight line distance (in meters) between their beginning and ending locations, and the 
substrate type that the mussels were found in before and after the flood.  
ArcMap was also used to create two maps to visualize the number of James 
Spinymussels and Notched Rainbow mussels present before and after the flood, where 
species were symbolized by color. A map created in excel was created to be compared to 
the maps showing mussel species before and after the flood. The excel map shows areas 
of the stream that have rocky and sandy substrates, so substrates in which different 
species were present before and after the flood can be visualized. 
 
Additional Data Collection 
 Occasionally, data was collected at the field site for other purposes. An area of 
stream below the field site was searched on July 14th, 2015 and May 14th, 2016 with the 
PIT tag reader to see if any tagged mussels had moved out of the field site. On June 15th, 
2015, the banks of the field site were searched for muskrat middens to look for evidence 
of predation. In September 2015, an 8.4 kilometer semi-quantitative mussel survey of 
Swift Run was done with Brett Ostby of Daguna Consulting. The stream was split into 
twenty-one, 400m reaches, one of which encompassed the field site. Two or more trained 
surveyors walked through the stream, searching for mussels with view-scopes. The 










Artificial Stream Channel Experiments 
 
Artificial Stream Channel Description 
Experiments were conducted in artificial stream channels that were custom 
designed by Aquatic Habitats, as described by Snow (2014). Two tanks each consisted of 
two parallel recirculating stream channels with a headbox at each end. The ends of each 
channel were blocked by a ½” square mesh that could stop mussels from being carried 
out of their channels if a strong current picked them up. Water inlets at the head of the 
channels generated flow and semicircular baffles in each headbox directed water to the 
next channel. Each channel measured 1.28 x 0.36 x 0.67 m (LxWxD), and each had a 
glass window measuring 1.10 x 0.23 m (LxD) to allow observation of the water column. 
The artificial stream channels hold a total of 585 gallons of water. The current was 
independently generated in each trough, but water could move between troughs and go 
through an overflow pipe to a drain. Water returned to a common filtration, monitoring 
and pumping system that served all four channels through gravel at the bottom of each 
headbox (Figure 6). 
Water was continuously circulated using a variable jet speed pump 
(IntelliFlo®VF, Pentair Aquatic Systems). Fresh reverse osmosis water was added to the 
channels every 15 minutes at a water exchange rate of 10% per day, and displaced water 
drained through an overflow pipe. Inline sensors monitored water pH (Signet 2724 
electrode and Signet 2750 sensor electronics, Georg Fischer), conductivity (Signet 2850, 
Georg Fischer), temperature (TA3333, IFM Electric), dissolved oxygen (Model 420, 
OxyGuard®), and velocity (Signet 2551, Georg Fischer). Two peristaltic pumps (45M5, 





pH and conductivity to desired levels. No UV filtration was used so that mussels could 
feed on algae if any grew in the system.  
Water in the channels passed through a heat exchange chamber to chill the water. 
A titanium coil inside the heat exchanger was supplied with a countercurrent flow of 
chilled water (~6°C). The chilled water was regulated by a solenoid valve that only 
allowed chilled water to pass through when the stream channel water was ≥0.1°C above 
the set temperature. There was no exchange of stream channel and chilled water in the 
















Figure 6: Birdseye view of four artificial stream channels in two troughs. Dashed lines represent 
the observation windows in the wall of the tank, dotted lines represent aquaculture netting, arrows 
represent water inlets and water flow, and circles represent water returns. The box labelled 
‘pump’ shows where the pump and filtration equipment was located with respect to each trough. 
 
All of the monitoring and output equipment were integrated through a central, 
programmable controller (C351, Aquatic habitats). Optimal set points, as well as high 
and low alarm points were programmed for the water quality parameters. Conductivity 
was set to 100 µS/cm, and pH to an ideal of 7.  The controller was wired to a dial-out 










computer running RemoteOperator (Version 1.0.36.0 Unitronics®) through an ethernet 
connection. The desktop computer was available through a laptop connected to the 
internet using TeamViewer (Version 9.0.24951) remote access software. If water quality 
parameters deviated from their specified conditions, the phone system would call 
researchers, who could remotely monitor the artificial stream channels. Though not 
connected to the central controller, the lighting was also controlled. Mussels experienced 
daytime lighting from 7am to 7pm each day. 
 
Experimental Setup of Artificial Stream Channels 
To mimic substrates at the field site, the artificial stream channel experiments 
were set up to have rocky and sandy substrates. In each trough (composed of two 
channels), one channel was a sandy substrate and the other was a rocky substrate. When 
adding substrate to the channels, substrate composition was visually estimated to be 70% 
sand and 30% rock (by volume) for sandy channels, and 70% rock and 30% sand (by 
volume) for rocky channels. Sandy substrates were composed mostly of sand (<4 mm) 
with some pebbles (2-24 mm) and a few smaller pieces of gravel (24-64 mm). Rocky 
substrates were composed mostly of gravel and sand, with pebbles and some larger 
cobbles (64-256 mm). Before each experiment, surface point counts were done on each 
channel to ensure that rocky and sandy channels met the 70-30 specifications (Figure 7). 
A 32 x 32 cm grid with 16 corners was laid on top of the sediment in the channels four 
times so that the whole surface of the substrate in the channel was sampled. A pointer 
was dropped at each corner, and the substrate it landed on was classified as either rocky 
or sandy. Sediment in each channel reached the bottom of the viewing window and was 





Each channel had a coordinate plane superimposed upon it. The short sides of the 
channels were split into four, 9cm wide cells labelled A-D. ‘A’ was closest to the center 
of the trough, and ‘D’ was closest to the viewing window. The long side was split into 
fourteen, 7cm cells labelled 0-13. 0 was closest to the water inlets in each channel. 
The grid lines were made with fishing line attached to binder clips at one end of the 
channel, and kept taut by fishing sinkers laying over the opposite edge of the channels 










Figure 7: Comparison of rocky (left) and sandy (right) substrates in the artificial stream channels. 


















Figure 8: Side view of one stream channel showing dimensions. Yellow shaded box represents 
the depth of the sediment, and grey boxes represent the approximate positioning of the 







Figure 9: Birdseye view of the Cartesian coordinate system superimposed upon each artificial 
stream channel. Letters A-D are closest to the water inlets, where A is closest to the center of the 
trough and D is closest to the viewing window. Each cell is approximately 9 x 7 cm (x axis by y 
axis). Orange shaded cells show the cells in which mussels were placed at the start of each 
experiment. 
 
Holding Tank System 
The holding tank system consists of a rectangular holding tank measuring 0.88 x 
0.61 x 0.61 m (LxWxD) with a viewing window and a sump which measured 2.32 x 0.36 
x 0.52 m (LxWxD). The total system holds 180 gallons. The holding tank held mussels 
that were not being used in experiments, and held all the mussels in between experiments. 
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Plastic tubs containing approximately 2.5cm of sand and the mussels were placed on top 
of 5 gallon buckets (with metal handles removed) in the holding tank so that the mussels 
would be in the top third of the tank and receive adequate dissolved oxygen, as well as 
being easier to reach and observe for signs of stress. 
The conductivity and pH parameters were measured and controlled in the same 
way as in the artificial stream channels. A large air stone was added to increase the 
dissolved oxygen. A flow-through chiller/heater (Delta Star In-Line Water Heat Pump 
DSHP-4) was used to circulate the water and maintain water temperature. The water 
chiller/heater was also connected to a programmable controller linked to the dial-out 
remote monitoring system and could be accessed remotely online. 
Acquiring and Tagging Mussels 
Captive bred Notched Rainbow mussels originating from Swift Run were 
obtained from Harrison Lake National Fish hatchery in Charles City, Virginia. Seventy-
one mussels and several gallons of pond water were brought from the facility. Mussels 
were approximately 3 years old; the 31 females were 20.66-27.94 mm long, and the 40 
males were 19.02-29.95 mm long. The mussels were transported in coolers filled with 
pond water and fitted with a portable water bubbler. Once in the vivarium, mussels were 
placed in small plastic tubs filled with approximately 2.5cm of sand, which were kept in a 
20 gallon aquarium of pond water and aerated. High surface area plastic beads were 
added to encourage microbial and algal colonization in the sump. Remaining pond water 
was placed in the artificial stream channels and the holding tank system and then the 





For three days, one liter of water from the holding tank was added to the aquarium 
twice a day. For the following week, 2L or more water was exchanged between the 
aquarium and holding tank each day. Then, the mussels were acclimated to the water in 
the holding tank over the course of a day, and were transferred to the holding tank. After 
one week of the acclimation process, mussels were measured and tagged. The wet 
weight, valve length, width, and height, sex, and tag number of each mussel was 
recorded. Yellow, 4x8mm oval Hallprint tags with unique alphanumeric codes ranging 
from J800-J999 were glued on the center of the right value. 
Nine of the 71 mussels had been acquired a couple months earlier to be used in a 
preliminary experiment. The acclimation process used was the same as described above. 
The 9 mussels were also accidentally placed in a freshwater tank containing Brook trout 
and other native freshwater fish for two days before they were retrieved and re-
acclimated to the holding tank water. 
 
Mussel Cohorts 
All mussels were sorted by sex and length, assigned a unique ID number, and then 
males and females were randomly assigned to one of 4 cohorts. Each cohort had 7 males 
and 7 females. There were no significant differences between the length of mussels 
(Min= 19.02 mm, Avg= 25.05 mm, Max= 29.95 mm) between cohorts (F= 0.007, 
P=0.932), between sexes (F=1.776, p=0.188), and no interaction between cohort and sex 
(F<0.001, P=0.992). Each cohort was kept in a labelled tray with approximately 2.5cm of 
sand in the bottom and placed in the holding tank system. As mussels died in 
experiments, extra mussels were added to the cohort in their place. Sex and approximate 





Overview of Experimental Design 
Five experiments were conducted; three at 15°C to approximate a winter 
temperature and two at 25°C to approximate a summer temperature. There was no diurnal 
cycling of temperature, and mussels were given 24 days of acclimation to the warmer 
temperature and intensive feeding after the first three experiments at 15°C. Experiments 
ran from June 29th, 2015 to October 15th, 2015 (Table 4). Experiment 2 inadvertently had 
three pre-flood days instead of four. Only two experiments were done at 25°C due to 
mussel mortality (Figure 10).  
 
 
Table 4: Dates and duration of each experiment and the temperature swap. Blue shaded 
experiments were done at 15°C, and orange shaded experiments were done at 25°C. All 
experiments were run in 2015. 
Experiment 
Stage Pre-flood Flood Post-flood 
Day of 
Experiment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Experiment 1 
June 29th- July 
2nd July 3rd July 4th-13th 
Experiment 2   
July 21st- 





12th August 13th- August 22nd 





20th September 21st- 28th 
  
Experiment 5 October 3rd-  6th 
October 
7th October 8th- 15th 





Figure 10: Percent of all mussels alive over time. Boxes show the duration of each experiment. 
The three blue boxes represent 15°C experiments, and the two yellow boxes represent 25°C 
experiments.  
 
Before each experiment, mussels had at least 4 days of recovery period in the 
holding tank, where they would be fed more frequently than during the experiments 
(Figure 11). Mussels were regularly fed Reed Mariculture Shellfish Diet, and were 
occasionally supplemented with 15 gallons of freshwater algae grown from the holding 
tank water. On the last evening of the recovery period, mussels would be transferred into 
the artificial stream channels with a 15 minute acclimation period in 50-50 holding tank 
and channel water. Short acclimation periods were used because was assumed that the 
artificial stream channel and holding tank system had water that was almost identical, 
because the two systems were kept at the same temperature, pH, and conductivity, and 
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therefore would only differ in the components that contributed to the water quality 
parameters.  
Cohort placement in channels was randomized for each experiment. The goal was 
for each cohort to experience both substrates at each temperature, but due to a logistical 
oversight this did not happen (Table 5). Mussels were placed on the substrate in the 
channels and would be allowed to settle for 4 days, during which time they were 
observed 3 times a day.  
Table 5: Table showing which channel each cohort (1, 2, 3, or 4) was placed in for each 
experiment. Also shown is which trough was flooding first in each experiment. The yellow 
channels are sandy, brown channels are rocky. 
  
Channel Placement Flood Schedule 
  
  Channel Number 
 
Trough # 
Experiment # 1A 1B 2A 2B 1 2 
Regular 15 C 1 3 2 1 4 1st   
Regular 15 C 2 2 4 1 3   1st 
Regular 15 C 3 4 1 2 3 1st   
Rest               
Regular 25 C 4 2 1 3 4 1st   
Regular 25 C 5 1 2 4 3   1st 
 
When placed in the artificial stream channels at the beginning of each experiment, 
mussels were haphazardly chosen to be placed in cells B4 - B10 and C4 - C10 (Figure 9). 
Mussels were placed on the substrate with their ventral side facing the source of water 
flow in the channels. Mussels were placed in approximately the middle of each cell when 
possible. If a rock was present in the center of the cell, mussels were placed on top of it, 
unless the rock did not have a flat enough surface on which to balance the mussel. In this 
case, mussels were placed as close to the center of the cell as possible, sometimes on a 





Days 1-4: Settle into 
channels





At least 4 days 
of recovery
(Holding tank)
chosen to mimic how cultured mussels are sometimes released into the wild- haphazardly 
strewn into the water with the possibility of landing anywhere in the stream. 
 
 
Figure 11: Diagram of the experiment sequence. 
 
On the 5th day of the experiment, they were subjected to a 6 hour flood. Each 
trough had to be flooded separately, and while one trough was being flooded the other 
experienced a period of stiller water. Which trough underwent a flood first was 
randomized for each experiment (Table 5). One day of flooding lasted from 
approximately 7am- 7pm, and the intensity of the flood was ramped up and down in steps 
over a period of an hour. The flow increased from the base flow of 20 GPM to 55 GPM. 
This flood was strong enough to mobilize sand without clogging the filtration system. 
Three observations were made on the day of the flood, making sure that observations 
were recorded before and after each flood. Afterwards, the mussels were observed three 
times a day for at least 8 days. On the evening of the last post-flood day, mussels were 
moved back into the holding tank with another 15 minute acclimation period, and were in 
their recovery period for 4 days.  
 
Mussel Observations  
Mussels were checked three times each day, and several response variables were 
observed: their position on the x-y coordinate plane, whether they were surfaced or not, 





100%), whether their valve was open, whether their siphons were visible, whether their 
foot was out of their shell, and whether their alphanumeric Hallprint tag was visible and 
readable. If their tag was not (or not completely) readable, a ‘Yes’ value was placed into 
a ‘Tag Inferred?’ column, which meant that we were inferring the identity of the mussel 
from the original placement of all the mussel. Extra information such as the number of 
hours since the flood were calculated later (Appendix A). During the first experiment, 
observations were taken every 3 hours for two days after the flood to see if there was any 
difference in surfacing during the day and night. There was no clear difference in the 
percent of mussels surfaced at night or during the day during experiment 1 (Figure 12), so 
in following experiments observations were only taken during the day. 
Mussels were disturbed as little as possible during each observation. To reduce 
the amount of ‘shadow-reflex’ that the mussels showed, where a siphoning mussel will 
‘flinch’ closed when a shadow falls on it, mussels were observed from the side first, and 
observers tried not to shadow them. Occasionally a mussel was gently touched with a 
metal stick, either to check that it was indeed a mussel and not a small pebble in the 
substrate, or to check that the mussel was still alive. Some mussels would “gape”, 
meaning that they were open more widely than was usual, their mantle was visible, and 
their siphons were sometimes not visible. To check if they were alive, these mussels were 
gently touched with the metal stick, and if they showed a response of closing their shells 
completely or partially, they were alive. Mussels that only closed their shells partially 
were marked in the observation sheet as a mussel to be concerned about, since the 































Figure 12: The percent of mussels surfaced per time of day during the first nine days of 
experiment 1 at 15°C. Points within blue boxes represent observations taken at night. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
To visualize the overall surfacing patterns in each of the temperature/substrate 
combinations, the daily observations from all the experiments in each 
temperature/substrate combination were pooled to find the average percent of mussels 
surfaced per day of the experiment. For flood day data, there were either one or two 
observations before and after the flood for each experiment; for example, the trough 
flooded first during one of the experiments would have one observation before the flood 
and two after, while the trough flooded second would have two observations before and 





As an exploratory statistical analyses, a linear model was run in R using the 
proportion of mussels surfaced as the response variable, and cohort, channel, substrate, 
temperature, and day of experiment as the predictors. There was no difference between 
the proportion of mussels surfaced between cohorts (when comparing cohorts 2, 3, and 4 
to cohort 1, the p-values were 0.37, 0.44 and 0.23, respectively), or between the two 
troughs (p-value= 0.35). ANOVAs were then used to analyze the data, using the 
proportion of mussels surfaced in each channel during each observation as the dependent 
variable. This type of statistical analysis was preferred for the experimental setup; 
however, because were only 14 mussels present in each channel, the assumption of a 
normal distribution in each sample is not satisfied. More individuals would have been 
needed in each channel, however, increasing the number of mussels in each channel 
would have made data collection take much longer.  
To determine if there was a difference in the proportion of mussels surfaced 
before, immediately after, and later on after a flood, one-way separate ANOVAs were 
conducted at each substrate and temperature combinations. The B (before) category 
included days 1-5 of the experiment, I (immediately after) category included days 5.5-7, 
and L (later after the flood) category included days 8-13 (Figure 13). One-way ANOVAs 
were used because there were interactions between the BIL categories and substrate 
(BIL:substrate, p=0.002 F=6.04; BIL:temperature, p=0.784 F=0.24).  Since we do not see 
strong dependence or correlation between the values produced by the same cohort, using 



















Figure 13: Graphical representation of how the days of the experiment were split into before (B), 
immediately after (I), and later after (L) the flood. Red line marks the flooding disturbance, and 




To determine whether there was a time after the flood where the proportion of 
mussels surfaced changed significantly (duration of suppression), one-way independent 
ANOVAs were conducted. The proportion of mussels surfaced was analyzed as a 
function of amount of time that had passed since the flood had ended. The categories of 
time elapsed since the flood were 0.25 hours, then 15, 19, 23, 39, 42, 47, 62, 65, 71, 87, 
90, 94, 109, 113, 116, 133, 135, 140, 157, 161, 167, 181, 186, and 190 hours after the 
flood ended. These intervals were selected because they were the approximate times that 
observations were taken in each experiment. For example, 0.25 hours category included 
the observation taken immediately after the flood, and the actual time of the observation 
in any of the experiments could have ranged from 5 minutes to half an hour after the 
flood. The observations lumped into the time category of 15 hours after the flood could 
have been done 13.5-16.5 hours after the flood. Since the categories reflected the 
approximate time of when observations were made, and no observations were taken 
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overnight, the categories of time elapsed since the flood were not equal time intervals. 
Another ANOVA was performed for this analysis, but the observations were clustered 
such that they fell into 8 groups of 0.25-19, 23-42, 47-65, 71-90, 94-113, 116-135, 140-
161, and 167-190 hours after the flood. 
To quantify horizontal mussel displacement after the floods, the position of the 
mussels in the first 2-3 observations after the flood were compared to the placement of 
mussels before the flood. Mussels were classified as having discernably moved if their 
end cell had at least one cell between them and the boundaries of the 14-cell area in 
which mussels were placed at the beginning of the experiment (cells B4, C4, B10 or C10) 
(Figure 9). Since a mussel close to the edge of a cell could have been recorded in 
different cells at different observations, a mussel that was two cells away from the 
boundary of their original placement has an ending location was not due to differences in 
recording location. To figure out the minimum distance moved, the distance along the y-
axis was considered. The mussel was assumed to have moved from the middle of the cell 
just outside the boundaries of original placement to the middle of the cell it was 
occupying. For example, a mussel found in cell C0 was assumed to have moved a 











Objective 1a- Patterns in mussel surfacing 
 The percent of mussels surfaced during the 2015 field season was higher overall 
than the percent of mussel surfaced during the 2014 field season, with an average of 
35.1% of mussels surfaced in 2015 (Min= 21.1%, Max= 50%) and an average of 18.4% 
of mussels surfaced in 2014 (Min= 12.1%, Max= 37.5%) (Figure 14). Stream discharge 
was also greater overall in 2015 than in 2014. There appears to be a pattern where more 
mussels are surfaced after higher flows. For example, the last data collection event of 
2015 (sweep 17) took place on October 10th and 11th, one week after a period of heavy 
rain and a spike in discharge caused by Hurricane Joaquin. The number of mussels 
detected was much lower than the previous sweep (Figure 15), but close to 50% of those 
that were detected were also surfaced, which is the highest ever recorded at the field site 
(Figure 14). Previous sweeps showed that less than 40% of mussels detected were 
surfaced. It is unclear whether the reduction in the number of mussels surfaced can be 
attributed mostly to the high flows in October carrying mussels out of the field site, 
because the previous sweep took place in early August and there is no data available for 
September. A correlation comparing the discharge 11 days before a sweep, and the 
percent of mussels surfaced during that sweep resulted in a correlation coefficient of r = 
0.511, supporting the idea that there is a relationship between higher flows and mussel 
surfacing (Figure 16). 
There do not appear to be any consistent patterns in mussel surfacing with respect 





than the summer of 2014 (2014 maximum temperature was 27.17°C, 2015 was 29.25°C), 
and there were more mussels surfaced during more of the data collection events (2014 
Min: 6.3%, Mean: 18.4 %, Max: 29.3%. 2015 Min: 21.2 %, Mean: 35.1%, Max: 50%). 
However, there were not as many mussels surfaced in 2014 as in 2015 at comparable 
temperatures. Correlations were run to test the relationship between water temperature on 
the first day of the sweep and the percent of mussels surfaced (Figure 18). When all the 
sweeps were included, the correlation coefficient was r = -0.136, and when data from 
sweep 11 (which occurred during the reproductive period) was removed the correlation 
coefficient was r = 0.132. These correlation coefficients support the idea that there is no 































































































































Percent of mussels surfaced 
Discharge (cfs)
 
Figure 14: Percent of all mussels tagged that were detected by the PIT tag reader and also present 
on the surface of the streambed during each sweep. Also graphed is the discharge (cubic feet per 
second) at a USGS stream gauge (#02032640) near the field site. Grey box shows sweeps where 
the HPR reader may not have been working correctly, and the number of mussels detected may 
























































































































Figure 15: Cumulative number of mussels tagged, and number of mussels detected by the PIT 
tag reader during each sweep. Also graphed is the discharge (cubic feet per second) at a USGS 
stream gauge (#02032640) near the field site. Grey box shows sweeps where the HPR reader may 
not have been working correctly, and the number of mussels detected may not reflect the actual 







Figure 16: Percent of mussels surfaced plotted as a function of the discharge (cubic feet per 
second) 11 days before the first day of the sweep occurred. Data from sweep 16 was omitted 
because there was no discharge data from USGS stream gauge (#02032640) near the field site on 
that date. Analyses were performed in Excel 2016. 

































Figure 17: The percent of mussels surfaced during each sweep, as well as the water temperature 
at the field site in degrees Celsius. Water temperature data is recorded by the HOBO data logger 
at the site. Grey box shows sweeps where the HPR reader may not have been working correctly 
and the number of mussels detected may not reflect the actual number of mussels at the site 
during the sweeps. Horizontal blue lines show the two temperatures (15 and 25 °C) used during 
































































































































































Figure 18: Percent of mussels surfaced plotted as a function of water temperature in Celsius, 
obtained from the HOBO reader at the field site. Each point is an average of the highest water 
temperature on each day of the sweep, except for sweep 1 during which the HOBO had not been 
set up. The red dot marks data from sweep 11 that happened during the reproductive period, 











Objective 1b- Evidence of transient vs. stable mussel beds 
There is evidence that there may be transient mussel beds present at the field site. 
The percent of mussels detected declined over two field seasons, from an average of 
detecting 73.1% of all mussels tagged in 2014 (Min= 57.6%, Max= 90%) to an average 
of detecting 43.1% of all mussels tagged in 2015 (Min= 28.2%, Max= 63.9%), despite 
tagging new mussels over the summer of 2015 (Figure 15). Mussels may be moving past 
the downstream boundary of the field site or may be experiencing mortality. A search 
downstream of the field site in 2015 found one tagged mussel that was 2m below the 
downstream boundary of the field site. In 2016, one tagged mussel was found 
approximately 20m below the downstream boundary of the site. The mainstem Rivanna 
River is approximately 1.6 kilometers downstream of the field site, and no tagged 
mussels have been observed there, suggesting that this is a closed population (Ostby and 
Angermeier, 2012; Ostby 2015).   
GIS analysis of sweeps 16 and 17 (before and after the large October 2015 flood) 
show that mussels moved as much as 153 m downstream (Figure 19). A total of 15 
mussels changed locations but were found in the same substrate type, and 11 mussels 
changed location as well as substrate type (Table 6). Most of the mussels that moved to a 
new location (18 out of 28 that moved) were in a rocky substrate before they moved. 
Forty-one mussels were detected only in August, 24 in sandy substrates and 17 in rocky 
substrate.  Eleven mussels were detected only in October, after the flood. Eight of these 





A few instances of observable mortality have been recorded at the field site. One 
tagged, empty shell was found in a sandbar on August 4th, 2015. Another mussel was 
found lying on the surface of the streambed with one side of its shell crushed. As the 
mussel was still alive, it was placed back in the stream, but has not been recaptured since. 
It appears that the mussel populations at the field site may not be heavily preyed upon, 
because no muskrat middens were found along the banks of the field site during a search 



































Figure 19: Map of the Swift Run field site, showing the distance that some mussels moved 
between August and October (sweep 16 and 17), after the October 2015 flood. Yellow lines show 
distance moved, and colored circles show the substrate that individual mussels were located in 
















































Figure 20: Maps of mussel distribution by species at the Swift Run field site in August, before 
the flood, and in October, after the flood. Yellow circles represent James Spinymussels and 
Purple circles represent Notched Rainbow mussels (A). An excel map of the stream showing 
areas of rocky (brown) and sandy (yellow) substrate, modified from Esposito (2015). Map is 
stretched and does not show the true shape or size of the stream, but does show the approximate 










Table 6: Summary statistics for the distance (in meters) that mussels moved between sweeps 16 
and 17 in August and October. In each column, the first substrate is the substrate type the mussel 
was found in during sweep 16, and the second is the substrate type during sweep 17. Also 
included is the number of mussels detected during only one sweep, and which substrate they were 










A semi-quantitative survey of Swift Run conducted in 2011-2012 was repeated in 
2015 (Ostby and Angermeier, 2012). Approximately 8.4 km of Swift Run, divided into 
twenty-one reaches, was visually surveyed for mussels. Notched Rainbows were found in 
all reaches during both sampling events, but James Spinymussels had sustained 
occupancy between the two surveys in only 19% of the reaches (Table 7). James 
Spinymussels also had reaches were they were only found during the first or second 
survey, suggesting transient populations are present. 
Table 7: Number of reaches (out of 21)  in which mussels were detected. T1 represents the 
2011/2012 survey by Ostby and Angermeier (2012), and T2 represents the 2015 survey (Ostby, 
2015). 
 
Artificial Stream Channels 
Objective 2 a- Surfacing in different substrates and temperatures 
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Min 6.16 8.97 0.61 2.41 6.95 
Average 
(SD) 
12.45 (5.2) 29.79 (44.2) 4.29 (3.19) 9.47 (6.47) 
79.84 
(103.08) 
Max 20.65 26.83 6.35 20.01 152.74 







Detected August only Detected October only 
 
 
Sand Rock Sand Rock 
 
 
24 16 8 3 
 





Artificial Stream Channels 
Objective 2a- Surfacing in different substrates and temperatures   
There was greater surfacing behavior of mussels in the rocky substrates and at 
higher temperatures. In the rocky substrate at 25°C, 95-99% of mussels were surfaced the 
majority of the time (Figure 21). The percent of mussels surfaced dropped to 86% 
immediately after the flood and within two days of the flood was equivalent to the 
percent of mussels surfaced before the flood. During the 15°C experiments, 
approximately 75% of mussels were surfaced the majority of the time, then the percent of 
mussels surfaced dropped to 66% immediately after the flood. Within two days of the 
flood, approximately 75% percent of mussels were surfaced again.   
In the sandy substrates at 25°C, 95-98% of mussels were surfaced before the 
flood. Immediately after the flood, surfacing was reduced to75%, and within three days 
of the flood the percent of mussels surfaced appeared to level off around 85% (Figure 
22). There appears to be a suppression in the percent of mussels surfaced after the food in 
the 25°C experiments, which may have been affected by mussel mortality during these 
experiments (Figure E). In the 15°C experiments, the percent of mussels surfaced before 
the flood ranged from 83-90% (Figure 22). Immediately after the flood, approximately 
62% of mussels were surfaced, and within three days of the flood the percent of mussels 
surfaced appeared to level off between 74 and 80%.  
In addition, more mussels were horizontally displaced in sandy substrates 





substrates was 12 cm (Min: 0 cm, Max 21 cm). In rocky substrates, none of the mussels 
showed any discernable movement.  
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Figure 21: Average percent of mussels surfaced per day of experiment in the rocky substrate. 
Red line marks the approximate time of the flooding disturbance. Each point is an average of 2-9 
observations from two experiments (for 25°C) or three experiments (for 15°C), and bars show the 


































Figure 22: Average percent of mussels surfaced per day of experiment in the sandy substrate. 
Red line marks the approximate time of the flooding disturbance. Each point is an average of 2-9 











Objective 2b- Rebound effect  
There is evidence that a rebound pattern in mussel surfacing exists after a flood. 
There were significant differences in the percent of mussels surfaced before (B), 
immediately after (I), and later after (L) the flood for three of the experiments (Table 8). 
In general, the percent of mussels surfaced immediately after (I) the flood was lower than 
the percent of mussels surfaced before (B) or later after (L) the flood.  The rocky 
substrates at 15°C showed no difference in the percent of mussels surfaced in each 
category (B, I, L) at α=0.05, but the results are significant at α=0.1. For each of the other 
experiments (sandy 15°C, rocky and sandy 25°C), the percent of mussels surfaced before 
(B) and immediately after (I) the flood was significantly different. In rocky substrates at 
25°C, the percent of mussels surfaced immediately after (I) and later after (L) the flood 
was significantly different. The percent of mussels surfaced before (B) and later after (L) 
the flood was significantly different only in the sandy substrates at 15°C. 
Table 8: One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD results (if applicable) for each experiment, 
comparing the percent of mussels surfaced before (B), immediately after (I) and later (L) after the 
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B > I, p=0.001 B= 87.0 %  
I < L, p=0.25 I= 72.0 %  




F= 2.51, p=0.087 
η2=0.059 
 B= 86% 
 I= 83% 










B > I, p=0.002 B= 97.0 %  
I < L, p=0.42 I= 81.5 % 






B > I, p<0.001 B= 97.5 % 
I < L, p<0.001 I= 90.7 % 






Objective 2c- Duration of suppression 
There were no significant differences in the proportion of mussels surfaced in the 
25 different several ‘time elapsed since flood’ intervals (Table 9). This result is not 
consistent with the previous B, I, L category analysis that showed there were differences 
in the proportion of mussels surfaced before (B), immediately after (I), and later after (L) 
the flood. When the observations were grouped into 8 categories of 0.25-19, 23-42, 47-
65, 71-90, 94-113, 116-135, 140-161, and 167-190 hours after the flood, only the 15°C 
sandy temperature-substrate combination was significant. 
Table 9: One-way ANOVA results comparing the percent of mussels surfaced at 0.25 hours, then 
15, 19, 23, 39, 42, 47, 62, 65, 71, 87, 90, 94, 109, 113, 116, 133, 135, 140, 157, 161, 167, 181, 













































Table 10: One-way ANOVA results comparing the percent of mussels surfaced at time 































































Objective 1a- Patterns in mussel surfacing 
 
In the field, there were more mussels surfaced after high flows than at base flows 
(Figure 14). During the last data collection event and after a high flow, close to 50% of 
the mussels that were detected were surfaced, as opposed to 6.3- 33.3% during other data 
collection events where the PIT tag reader was working correctly. The October flood was 
the largest that had been seen at the site since the project started, as vegetation showed 
evidence that the water had risen about three meters and had covered the Durrett Ridge 
Road bridge.  
The first four sweeps of 2015 included two sweeps that seemed to have an 
unusually high percent of mussels surfaced (Table 11). This could be due to higher flows 
than the previous year, or to equipment error. During the four sweeps when the HPR 
reader was not working properly, it was thought that the electromagnetic field generated 
by the PIT tag reader had either a shorter vertical range or was being generated 
inconsistently, and that it was detecting mussels closer to the surface of the streambed. 
This was thought because by sweep 14, the HPR reader sometimes would not record a 
PIT tag even if the tag was held directly underneath of it. Also, the reader detected a 
lower number of mussels during sweeps 11-14, compared to the previous year and the 
following sweeps conducted with a fixed reader. Therefore, the data could show a 








Table 11: The number of mussels detected and the percent of those mussels that were surfaced 
during the 2014 sweeps (Esposito, 2015) and during the 2015 sweeps. The first four sweeps of 















When a flooding disturbance happens, mussels may burrow to avoid being 
displaced, or they may be buried by sediment carried by the flood. After the flood, the 
reason that more mussels were surfaced could be because they resurfaced to feed after a 
period of suppression. Floods can wash away fine sediments that can interfere with 
mussels siphoning (Norkko et al, 2006), so feeding after a higher flow could be better for 
mussels than feeding at low flows. 
There were no consistent patterns of mussel surfacing that aligned with water 









1 58 29.3 
2 64 23.4 
3 72 37.5 
4 58 27.5 
5 66 12.12 
6 49 12.24 
7 63 6.3 
8 63 6.3 
9 68 8.8 
10 54 20.3 
11 30 46.6 
12 55 29 
13 33 21.2 
14 28 42.8 
15 69 23.2 
16 72 33.3 






times when water temperatures were comparable. This could be due to having several 
data collection events over shorter period of time, where the mussels are disturbed when 
they are on the surface because they are picked up to verify that they are tagged mussels. 
Handling the mussels and aerial exposure is certainly a stressor, and mussels have 
physiological changes in response to stressors (Wang et al, 2015) such as taking on 
average 13.6 minutes longer to burrow after being handled (Wilson et al, 2011). 
However, in this study, when sampling dates were close together, a higher percent of 
mussels relocated with the PIT tag reader were burrowed. The lower amount of surfacing 
seen in 2014 may be due to factors other than handling stress and temperature, such as 
the discharge at or before the time of sampling. 
 
Objective 1b- Evidence of transient vs. stable mussel beds 
The total number of mussels detected appeared to decrease over two field seasons 
(Figure 15), which could be attributed to mortality or to migration, with tagged mussels 
being washed downstream of the boundaries of the field site. Predation does not seem to 
be a strong pressure on the mussel populations at the field site, because no tagged 
mussels have shown evidence of scratches or bite marks on their shells. In addition, there 
were no muskrat middens found along the banks of the field site which could have 
contained piles of empty, tagged mussel shells. 
Mussels have been shown to move within the field site, possibly because of high 
flow events (Table 6; Figure 19). The data from the flood shows that many of the mussels 
that moved were originally in rocky substrates. A permanent gravel bed near the 





habitat because there are always tagged mussels found there during sweeps. However, 
there appear to be several mussels that moved out of that area, possibly because of the 
flood. This could be because the mussels were unable to burrow deeply enough to avoid 
being displaced, or perhaps more mussels moved from that site simply because there 
were more there to begin with.  
The data on distances that mussel moved measure in GIS are interesting, but may 
not be very accurate (Figure 19). The GPS on the PIT tag reader has about 3-meter 
accuracy, depending on the weather conditions and where in the channel the reading is 
taken. For example, where the banks are higher, the GPS may be less accurate. If each 
reading has approximately 3 m accuracy, then the distance a mussel travels could be off 
by at least 6 m. Distances travelled that are less than 6 m could, in some cases, be 
mussels that have stayed in the same location. In addition, the distance measured is the 
straight line distance between the two points, which does not take into account the path of 
the river. Some distances moved may be longer than what was measured by the GIS 
analysis. It is not yet known whether the 41 mussels that were not detected in sweep 17 
after the flood are still present at the field site.  
This GIS data also implies that mussels originating in rocky substrates move 
greater distances during floods (Figure 19). However, when the mussels present before 
and after the flood are visualized another way, two patches of mussels are seen; one 
upstream in a rocky substrate, and one downstream in a sandy substrate (Figure 20). The 
downstream sandy patch almost disappeared after the flood, suggesting that a greater 
quantity of mussels move during a flood when they originated in a sandy habitat.  Since 





have moved long distance out of the field site, and there would be no data on how far 
they had moved. The GIS measurements of how far mussels originating in different 
substrates moved during a flood have limited use because there was no search for mussel 
downstream of the field site after the flood. 
During the course of the 2014 and 2015 field seasons at the Swift Run field site, 
we have consistently detected many tagged and untagged mussels in the upstream patch. 
However, the downstream patch has greater variation in the number of tagged and 
untagged mussels detected from sweep to sweep (Figure 20A). If mussels move out of 
the field site from the downstream patch, new mussels must also be moving into the patch 
to replace some of those that have left, suggesting transient occupancy. Upstream 
populations of mussels have been shown to be more important as sources of immigration 
than downstream populations (Terui et al, 2014), suggesting that the upstream patch of 
mussels and other mussel populations upstream of the field site may be more critical for 
long-term persistence.  In addition, the field site is approximately 1.2 km upstream of the 
mainstream Rivanna River in which no populations of James Spinymussels have been 
found (Ostby and Angermeier, 2012), further supporting the idea that upstream sources 
are vital. 
Mussels are known to have moved out of the field site as live, tagged mussels 
have been found 2m and approximately 20m below the downstream boundary of the field 
site, and the empty shell of a tagged mussel was found buried in a sand bar. There is not 
enough information to know whether mussels are more likely to be deceased or alive 
when they move downstream out of the field site. There could be some deceased mussels 





PIT tag reader cannot detect them. There were some reductions in the percent of mussels 
detected that appeared to be temporary, because more mussels were detected in the 
following sweep. This could have happened if mussels were burrowed deeper during 
some data collection events and the PIT tag reader could not detect them.  
Larger scale evidence of mussel bed stability can be found in Ostby’s 2015 study. 
100% of reaches surveyed in Swift Run had sustained occupancy of Notched Rainbow 
mussels between 2012 and 2015, but only 19% of reaches maintained consistent 
occupancy for James Spinymussels (Table 7). In addition, James Spinymussels were 
sometimes found in reaches during only one of the surveys. The Notched Rainbow 
mussel seems to be able to form stable mussel beds throughout the stream, whereas the 
James Spinymussel does not. The inability of the James Spinymussel population to 
establish stable mussel beds could be due to a lack of suitable habitat, whereas the 
Notched Rainbow mussel may be able to make better use of the available habitat. 
 
Artificial Stream Channels 
 
Objective 2 a- Surfacing in different substrates and temperatures 
 There was more surfacing in rocky substrates and at higher temperatures (Figures 
18 and 19). These findings are similar to other studies that showed several species of 
mussels had greater burrowing abilities in sandy substrates (Lewis and Riebel, 1984) and 
that there was less burrowing at higher temperatures (Archambault et al, 2014). During 
the artificial stream channel experiments, it was thought that higher surfacing at 25°C 
was an increase in activity, caused by the need for mussels to feed more to support a 
faster metabolism, especially after being unable to feed during a flood. However, the 





burrowing. Lurman et al (2014) found that as water temperatures increase toward 26°C, 
freshwater mussels took longer to burrow and closed their valves more frequently. 
Another study found that the water clearance and respiration rate of marine mussels 
significantly decreased as temperatures approached 30°C (Wang et al, 2015). It appears 
that mussels may not feed as much when water temperatures are warmer, and are less 
inclined to burrow, though it is not clear whether this is because the temperature is a 
seasonal cue to stay surfaced or if it is adversely affecting their behavior due to 
physiological stress. This insight is interesting because though temperature is considered 
a limiting factor for many freshwater fish species, and suitable fish habitat is often 
heavily dependent on or defined by temperature (Fraley and Shepard, 1989; Jackson et al, 
2001; Lessard and Hayes, 2003), temperature is not typically considered a limiting factor 
for mussels. Stream temperature could be a factor used to predict where mussels are able 
to live in a stream, to identify areas of low connectivity between mussel populations, and 
to pinpoint which mussel populations will be the most affected as climate change 
continues. 
In this experiment, mussels in sandy substrates did not rebound to their pre-flood 
levels to the same extent as mussels in rocky substrates. Mussels in sandy substrates at 
25°C had especially low rates of re-surfacing (Figure 22). These findings show that in 
rockier areas, more mussels would be expected at the surface and available for 
observation. However, mussels may be harder to see in those habitats. Although mussels 
are more likely to be buried in sandy habitats, they may be easier to find if they are 
siphoning, because they contrast with the sand around them. Mussel trails are also visible 





Objective 2b- Rebound effect 
  
The surfacing patterns seen in the artificial stream channel experiments show that 
there is a rebound response pattern of mussel surfacing in response to floods, and the 
results from the B, I, L analysis support patterns graphed (Figures 18 and 19). The 15°C 
rocky one-way ANOVA and some of the post-hoc results for the other experiments were 
not significant at the 0.05 level (Table 8). Therefore, a power analysis was done to figure 
out how many observations would have been needed in each time category (B, I or L) of 
the 15°C rocky ANOVA to detect a difference, if a difference existed. The power 
analysis was done in R (with the “pwr” package, version 1.2-0) at a significance level of 
α=0.05 and a power of 0.9. According to the power analysis, to have a 90% chance of 
detecting a difference (if a difference existed) in the proportion of mussels surfaced 
before (B), immediately after (I), and later after (L) the flood, n=70 observations would 
have been needed in each of the B, I and L categories. Each of the ANOVAs had at least 
28 observations for each time category; for example, there were there were 2 experiments 
at 25°C, 2 sandy channels for each experiment, and 7 observations included in the 
“immediately after” (I) the flood category (one post flood on day 5.5, three on day 6 and 
three on day 7). This gave 2 x 2 x 7 = 28 observations, even for the category that included 
the least amount of days.  
Having a larger sample size is advantageous when trying to detect a small 
difference between categories, or if there is high variation within the categories. In this 
experiment, the difference between the proportion of mussels surfaced at each time 





adds to the need for a larger sample size. Notched Rainbow mussels tend to have higher 
heterogeneity in surface expression than the James Spinymussel (Esposito, 2015)  
The reason that mussels rebound to the surface after a flood in unclear, but may 
be because of feeding. When the mussels are buried during the flood they are unable to 
feed. Even if a mussel stays on the surface during a flood, there is sediment being carried 
downstream that could clog their feeding organs, so keeping their valves closed would be 
advantageous. After a flood, fine sediment that may impair feeding may be washed away 
(Howard and Cuffey, 2006; Norkko et al, 2006). Also, a flood may add more 
allochthonous input (such as trees and leaves) to the stream that could become food 
sources for mussels as other macroinvertebrates break them down (Vannote et al, 1980). 
Therefore, mussels may resurface after a flood to feed after a period of being unable to, 
and/or because the food quality or quantity after a flood are beneficial.  
 
Objective 2c- Duration of suppression 
There were no significant differences in the proportion of mussels surfaced at 
several ‘time elapsed since flood’ intervals (Table 9). This result is not consistent with 
the previous B, I, L category analysis that showed there were differences in the 
proportion of mussels surfaced before (B), immediately after (I), and later after (L) the 
flood. This could be because there were not enough observations, or because of variation 
in the number of mussels seen between one observation and the next on the same day. 
Some of the observers did not seem to identify mussels as accurately as others; however, 
less than 1/3 of the artificial stream channel data was affected. Data from each day of the 





observers would not have as large of an effect. Though there was no correction for 
observers in this study, a study by May and others (unpublished data) shows no 
difference shows that there are no differences in mussel detection between untrained 
observers.  
Power analyses were done in R (using the “pwr” package, version 1.2-0) at a 
significance level of α=0.05 and a power of 90% (Table 12). In this study, there were at 
most six observations for each time category; for example, there were there were three 
experiments at 15°C, and two sandy channels for each experiment, giving six 
observations for each time elapsed since flood interval. The 25°C experiments had only 
four observations. None of the duration of suppression analyses had enough observation 
per group to detect a difference between the proportion of mussels surfaced at different 
“time elapsed since flood categories”.  
Table 12: The results of power analyses for duration of suppression ANOVAs at α=0.05 and 
90% power. Shown is the number of observations that would have been needed per “time elapsed 
since flood” category to correctly detect a difference between the proportion of mussels surfaced 
in the different categories, if a difference exists. Also shown in the number of observation per 







Since there were not enough observation per group to detect a difference, a 
similar analysis was done, but with fewer time categories. In this analysis, the data was 
grouped into time categories of 0.25-19, 23-42, 47-65, 71-90, 94-113, 116-135, 140-161, 
Temperature/Substrate 
Combinations 
Power analysis results: Number 
of observations needed 
Actual number of 
observations per  
25°C Rocky n=5 n=4 
15°C Rocky n=19 n=6 
25°C Sandy n=10 n=4 






167-190 hours after the flood (Table 10). Grouping the data allows for fewer categories, 
and therefore for more observations in each category. Only the 15°C sandy combination 
was significant, suggesting again that mussel behavior is highly variable. 
 
Behavior and Mortality 
Mussels in the artificial stream channel experiments behaved very differently 
from mussels in the field. In the field, the highest percent of mussels surfaced seen by the 
researchers was just under 50% (Figure 14), whereas in the stream channels, 62-98% 
mussels were surfaced (Figures 18 and 19). This could be for several reasons. First, the 
artificial stream channels did not have flow through the hyporheic zone like a natural 
river does, since the water current is created above the surface of the sediment. This may 
have meant that being burrowed in the substrate was less favorable to mussels than being 
surfaced. Hyporheic flow in rivers can carry oxygen and nutrient rich water (Boano et al, 
2014), and mussel population density has been positively correlated with increased 
hyporheic seepage (Klos et al, 2015). 
Second, though the mussels used in the experiments were from the same gene 
pool as the Swift Run field site, they were raised in a pond at a culturing facility. Several 
hundred mussels were kept in floating laundry baskets with little sediment at the bottom, 
and it has been noted by those who raise mussels that cultivated mussels can be 
“sediment-dumb”, meaning they don’t burrow as vigorously as wild mussels do. This 
suggests that there is rapid artificial selection occurring at the culturing facilities. First 
generation hatchery trout have been shown to have hundreds of genes differentially 





true for mussels. However, some researchers suggest that cultured mussels can be 
“trained” to burrow by placing them in several centimeters of sediment and mixing them 
in every couple weeks. If these experiments had been conducted after a training period, 
perhaps the percent of mussels surfaced at baseflow would have been more similar to the 
field site, and I would recommend that other researchers using cultured mussels should 
include a training period.  
Third, it is possible that the mussels were not receiving enough food, in terms of 
both quality and quantity, and stayed at the surface in order to be able to feed. There were 
no obvious signs of starvation, but while in the artificial stream channels they were fed 
less often than while in the holding tank. With the addition of small volumes of reverse 
osmosis water every few minutes, some of the algae fed to the mussel in the stream 
channels could have been displaced down the overflow pipe before the mussels could 
ingest it. No water was removed before mussels were fed in the artificial stream channels 
so that there would be no changes in water pressure and depth. 
Lastly, though the flood in the artificial stream channels was strong enough to 
partially mobilize the substrate, it remained at a constant water level, pH, conductivity, 
and temperature. In real streams, increased water velocity is often accompanied by an 
increase in water depth (causing more pressure on organisms close to the streambed), and 
spikes and drops in pH, conductivity and temperature. It was noticed that as the flood in 
the artificial stream channels ramped up, most mussels did not start to close their valve or 
burrow until the flow was strong enough to drive sand particles against the mussels’ 





causing mussels to actively avoid a flood, as well as the mechanical stimulus of sand 
hitting the shell. 
There was high mussel mortality during the experiments, and the rate of mortality 
increased when the experiments at 25°C began (Figure E). One previous study found that 
the 96 hour median lethal temperatures (LT50) recorded for Lampsilis species of juvenile 
mussels ranged between 29.9 – 35.6°C (Archambault et al, 2014), while another found 
the 28-day LT50 to be between 25.3 – 30.3°C (Ganser et al, 2013). However, mussels 
used in these artificial stream channel experiments were at least one year older than the 
juveniles used in both of the other studies, and the Lampsilis and Villosa species are not 
closely related.  
Temperatures may reach 25°C (77°F) and above in natural streams, but with 
diurnal temperature cycling in streams organisms can survive higher maximum 
temperatures than in experiments with a constant temperature (Figure 17; Cox and 
Rutherford, 2000). In these artificial stream channel experiments, the temperature was 
constant. After the experiments were completed, the water temperature was brought 
down to 18°C. The rate of mussel death slowed, but did not completely stop. This 
suggests that a factor besides high temperature played a role in the mussel mortality. 
Though mussels were exposed to the air as little as possible and showed no signs of foot 
metabolism that would indicate starvation, handling stress or lack of certain nutrients 







Experiments Inform Future Fieldwork 
 The artificial stream channel experiments have informed new hypotheses that can 
be tested in the field. Objectives to be tested include:  
1) Mussels growth rates 
a. Mussels may have a faster growth rate during cooler temperatures, 
because they may feed more in cooler temperatures. In addition, mussels 
are less likely to be using energy for breeding during periods of cooler 
temperatures. Mussels could be measured a few times a year to find 
growth rates over different periods of time. 
b. Mussels may have a faster growth rate in rocky substrates, because 
experiments show that a higher percent of mussels are surfaced in rocky 
substrates. Mussels living in rocky and sandy habitats could be re-
measured to see which have grown the most since they were first tagged. 
c. Mussels may have a faster growth rate if they are handled less frequently, 
because studies show that handling has physiological repercussions. When 
mussels are re-measured, the data could be sorted by mussels that were 
found surfaced at different frequencies, which correlates to how often the 
mussel was handled. 
2) Mussel behavior 
a. Mussels from a culturing facility that are placed in the field will be 
surfaced more often than wild mussels, and may eventually start showing 





histories of cultured mussels placed in the field could be compared to 
those of wild mussels. 
 
Broader Impacts of this Research 
 This research is important for the conservation of the James Spinymussel and 
other imperiled freshwater mussel species. Information about surfacing patterns could be 
applied to management practices, and gives researchers an alternative time to conduct 
research, other than during the mussels’ breeding season.  Though conservationists and 
mussel surveyors are not always able to change their fieldwork schedules with short 
notice to conduct surveys after a flood, this research could be useful in areas with a 
somewhat predictable hydrological regime. Managers could expect to conduct surveys to 
find new mussel populations and count existing populations during rainy seasons. In 
addition, conservationists may have a better idea of which substrates to focus their 















Appendix A: Data dictionary for the artificial stream channel experiment data collection sheets. 
 Read Me 
Category Description 
Tag Number on Hallprint tag for each mussel- alpha-numeric. 
Cohort # Which cohort the mussel was in- one number, either 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
Channel # Which stream channel the mussel is in- alphanumeric, 2A, 2B, 1A, 1B. 
Trough # Which trough the mussel is in- one number, either 1 or 2. If a mussel is in 
channel 2A or 2B it is also in trough 2, etc. 
Grid Location Which 7x7cm square the mussel is in. X-axis (closets to water source) runs 
from A-D, and y axis along length of channel runs from 0-13. Eg. A5, C10. 
Substrate Whether the substrate is rocky or sandy in that channel for that experiment 
cycle- categorical, R or S. 




Whether the observation is pre-flood, day of flood, or post-flood.  
Time in Days Time until/since flood in days, where the day of the flood is day 0, days 
before the flood are negative, and days after are -4 through 10. 
Observation Start 
Time 
Time- 24 hour clock. 
Observation Start 
Time and Date 
The start time of the observation and the date in one column. Use to 
calculate the hours leading up to and after the flood. 
Time before or 
after flood 
If the time refers to hours leading up to the flood, this column contains a '-'. 
If the hours are after the flood, the column contains a '+'. Must be sorted 
with the 'Time in Hours' column. 
Time in hours Time until or elapsed after the flood. Column must be sorted with the 'Time 
before or after flood' column to know whether the elapsed time is before or 
after the flood. 
Time spent 
searching 
Approximate time spent searching for mussels (effort)-number in minutes. 
Sub/surf Whether the mussel can be seen on the surface or not- number, 0 for sub, 1 
for surfaced. 
% mussel seen Whether approximately 0, 25, 50, 75 or 100% of the mussel can be seen- 
number, 0, 25, 50, 75, 100. 
Valve open? Whether the mussels valve is open. The valve is open if siphons and/or foot 
are visible, but is also open if only mantle is seen- letter, Y, U (unknown), 
or N. 
Siphon visible? Whether mussel's siphon is visible. The valve must be marked open if 
siphons are seen- letter, Y, U (unknown), or N. 
Foot visible? Whether the mussel's foot is visible. The valve must be marked open is their 
foot is seen- letter, Y, U (unknown), or N. 
Location Location on an x,y axis within the stream channel- Letters A-D, Numbers 0-
13, eg B12. 
Tag Inferred? Whether the location of the mussel is used to guess the individual's tag 





Alive/Dead Whether the mussel is alive of dead. Most mussels will be marked as 'A' for 
alive, but there may be mortality in a channel throughout the experiment. If 
a mussel has died and was removed from a channel, then in one of the 
subsequent rows (which indicates a mussel was not observed) this column 
will say 'D'. For example, if one set of observations from a channel has 2 
columns that read 'D', then two mussels were removed and there are 12 total 
left in the channels. All mussels that were surfaced and observed will have 
an 'A' in that column. 
Viewer Initials Initials of the observer. 
Recorder Initials Initials of the recorder (could be different from observer). 





A mussel that is dead. Is used for a freshly dead mussel, and if a row with 
no mussel recorded in it is highlighted red, it is used to remind the 
researchers that a dead mussel was taken out of that channel. 
Green 
highlighting 
Flood start and end time rows. 







 Extra rows 
 One row added for the start time of the flood and the end time of the flood 
and used to calculate hours before/since flood. Only time and date are filled 
in, all other columns are “N/A”. “Notes” column says that these are the start 
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